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ABSTRACT
The “performance” of gender is variable and multifarious, fabricated in reaction
to audience, mood, and previous experiences. Starting in childhood, people “police” our
gender performances, and profoundly shape our self-presentation and sense of personal
identity. We gradually learn to self-edit our performances of gender, after countless
critiques by others, which often negatively impact our body image as they preserve
“norms,” marginalizing anyone who does not conform.
The mixed-media installation, Southern Discomfort: Performing Femininity in the
Deep South, examines this process and its impact on young girls. The young, blonde,
female figure who appears multiple times in my installation reveal girls in these gendernorm “policing” encounters. All of the figures are based on images of my niece, Zoni
Lynne, age three, the child whose self-concepts I influence the most. My artworks reach
beyond the traditional canvas and into the viewer’s space in order to confront the
audience with the question of how they may have influenced the gender socialization of
others in the Deep South. The negative effects of these repetitive, forced messages upon
the construction and reconstruction of personal body image is expressed in my work by
the building-up of thick layers of mixed media, the wear-and-tear of the canvas, and
through the presence of symbols such as “Suitable for Chubbies,” blonde hair, and the
bee hive.
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CHAPTER ONE
GENDER AS PERFORMANCE
In his book, The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life, sociologist, Erving
Goffman describes all social interactions as “gender performances.”1 More recently,
Feminist scholar Judith Butler suggested that: “gender is not a noun, but… the
substantive effect of gender is performatively produced and compelled by the regulatory
practices of gender coherence.”2 Here, Butler points out that gender is not a given
biological reality, but consists of performances that are learned, reinforced, and shaped
by social constructs. Family, peers, and acquaintances influence young women, as do her
daily interactions, media, and previous experiences. Considering gender as performance,
instead of biology, also takes into account the multitude of distinct, social experiences
that are unique to specific communities.
Although the role of correcting someone’s gender performance is often
voluntarily assumed, the task of policing gender normativity can be confusing, and taken
on without awareness of its full affect upon others. This situation is yet more complex.
Everyone – including myself – has been the “policer,” the bystander, the middleman, the
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Candace West and Don H. Zimmerman. “Doing Gender.” Gender & Society, No. 2 (June 1987): 126-127.
Judith Butler. Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity. (New York, Routledge, 1990):
34.
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follower, and the object of a gender-performance critique. We all also possess repressed,
internal facets of ourselves that we choose to hide based on previous experience of
criticism.
My installation of collaged paintings, Southern Discomfort: Performing
Femininity in the Deep South, examines the influence of these socialized performances
upon young girls, some of whom even “police” these performances among their peers. In
the artworks, I explore the idea that performing gender is a way by which a girl is taught
to display versions of a socially accepted “feminine” identity to navigate society,
cultivate relationships, find a place within her world, and maintain a social order.
One unique agent of upholding gender normativity is that of the American South,
home to a population of more than 120 million, according to the U.S. Census Bureau.3
The “Southern” moniker means something different to everyone that has had the pleasure
of living below the Mason-Dixon Line, but it may hold a little more weight for its
women. The order is regulated by local and regional norms – especially in the Deep
South. Yes, the Southern United States is subdivided even further, usually to include only
Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, and South Carolina, states known for their
resistance to change. Continuing the struggle with past versus present, the South shows
charm in its ties to the old days, but the lack of support for diversity and expanding
gender roles will be its downfall.

3

United States Population Growth by Region. Accessd February 22, 2017.
https//www.census.gov/popclock/data_tables.php?component=growth.
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CHAPTER TWO
THE HIVE: KEEPING ORDER

The South has a distinct and implicit set of expectations for its females. Southern
women are supposed to be petite, calm, ever-so-slightly tanned, excellent cooks, dress to
the nines, be good with children, and adept at everything they decide to touch. Women of
the Mississippi Delta, in particular, teach their girls from a young age to cheer, maybe
play soccer, wear makeup and mind their language. “Southern Belles” are taught to be
poised, good at conversation and to achieve perfect grades, they may never be fully
expected to use. Charlotte Hays and Gayden Metcalfe wrote semi-jokingly: “You might
be a Southern mother if: you think ‘cheerleading’ is an honorable major for your daughter
at the University of Mississippi, though you feel a double major in M.R.S. is best.”4
Southern women are supposed to be good party planners, who welcome the idea of
having to be the “perfect” host. There are well-known principles for this game such as,
including a hearty meal selection for any men unfortunate enough to be forced into

4

Charlotte Hays and Gayden Metcalfe. Some Day You’ll Thank Me For This: The Official Southern
Ladies’ Guide to Being a “Perfect” Mother. (New York, Hyperion, 2009): 1.
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escorting their wives. Those Southern Belles in attendance must be brushed on on the
latest gossip, while maintaining a lady-like decorum. The socialite, light drinkers who are
always calm under pressure and classy against all odds have the must have the ability to
divulge that gossip at only the right times of the get-together, otherwise they risk leaving
a bad taste in one’s mouth. The “bad taste” of course is very subjective, so you want it to
be left for the subject of the gossip, not for the messenger, hence the only useful reason
for gossip in the first place. Women of the Deep South are not supposed to have sweat
glands, but “glow,” even in the South’s often unbearable heat. All of these lessons and
expectations of women to strive for an ideal, in the Delta build a unique social structure
often referred to as the “Hive.”
Some of these Southern ideals appear in the introductory piece to the installation,
God Bless This Southern Mess (see Figure 1), with the use of the symbols of fried
chicken and sweet tea. Southern women are supposed to be well-versed in making staple,
regional foods that warrant a desire to over-indulge, yet are not supposed to allow
themselves this pleasure. One must always be mindful of her figure. The idea of forced
scarcity in actually eating these delicacies is mimicked in the sparse landscape, much like
that of the Mississippi Delta, and the playful nature in which the figure is interacting with
the wares. She is playing with her food instead of eating it, often a contradictory scolding
at the female’s dinner table. There is also an introduction to the presence of the hive, but
these bees are reacting to the sweetness of the tea, not yet working on the outward
appearance of the young girl.

4

Figure 1
God Bless This Southern Mess
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Next, in the installation, you find Discovery Hive (see Figure 2). The singular
figure, almost floating, is frozen by the still-framed moment of her first glance at a
Bumble Bee. She is not sure whether to trust it or fear it. She has yet to make that
decision. The figure represents the basic ideal for the Southern woman. She is white,
small, blonde, and wearing a dress made from vintage wallpaper scraps and gold leaf.
This is the culmination of her realization that the hive exists, and the hive’s
acknowledgement of her presence. The norms, of which she does or does not match, have
not quite been brought to her attention.
Social norms are spread with great and dutiful efficacy by those in the societal
“bee hive.” Bees as a whole live by specific social structures that support the same, dayto-day activity for each individual. The Southern bee flies from flower-to-flower, passing
along the pollen that is necessary for the upkeep of the surround world. “To watch a
group of bees is to see a frenzy of different interests coalesce into a single, clear thought.
This is analogous to neurons in the brain, which must reach a consensus on how to
achieve a behavioral goal by positioning the body in space.”5 Here Jason Castro, for
Scientific American, explains the specific corollary of how a beehive’s structure works in
unison, much like the social structure of humans. They are also quick to sting if they feel
as if their hive is threatened. The “hive mentality” of young girls’ social interactions
leaves outsiders or newcomer feeling like it is impossible to come away from un-stung.

5

Jason Castro. You Have a Hive Mind. Scientific American. March 2012. Accessed: May 4, 2017.
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/you-have-a-hive-mind/.
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Figure 2
Discovery Hive
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Much like the native North American Bumble Bee, girls have a tendency to “other”
individuals with impressive power.
This “othering” can come from many different initial issues. There is that of the
numbers game all female’s play from childhood to adulthood. The struggle of figuring
out which clothing-size number correlates to how large you are, or may feel, is displayed
in Suitable For Chubbies (see Figure 3). The six foot-by-5 foot painting has many layers
of materials including string, acrylic paint, pattern papers, text, and numbers indicative of
the multi-faceted, complex nature of the issue of size within the world of females. It is
often a taboo to discuss your clothing size unless to brag upon how low it is, which is
very rarely considered polite. Much of the given text found in the McCall’s and
Simplicity patterns is held onto, such as: “Easy to Sew,” “Suitable for Chubbies,”
“Expand Here,” and “Part A: Skirt Front” to show the specific messages that their makers
intended for their generation. These contradictory, and often harmful, ideas of what
makes a girl easy to fit, “Chubby,” or in need of expandable clothing were seen as normal
and necessary for the previous generations. These all added to the social structure and
daily interactions of females during the time of their creation.
The goal of most interactions within the hive is to set up a hierarchy that is
beneficial to those who possess the most power, i.e. the “Queen Bee.” The girls’ social
hive has a strict hierarchy that benefits those who posses the most confidence and
idealized femininity in their outward persona. She usually becomes the Queen Bee,
although this role can shift from girl to girl over time.

8

Figure 3
Suitable For Chubbies
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CHAPTER THREE
WHO IS THE QUEEN?

The appearance of Queen Bee (see Figure 4) found within the installation is
slightly abstracted from the norm I was faced with in adolescence. She is donning a
“crown” of gold hair, as a Southern woman has her “crowning glory” that our
grandmothers were always talking about. She is also physically assuming parts of the
hive that she must fill with the lessons for the next generation. The hive is present on her
backside in the thick build-up of honeycomb patterns, introduction of bees wax, and the
color palette of yellow-orange and black. Her dress is a patchwork of floral wallpaper
denoting the former generations’ placement of expectations upon her. And of course she
would not be complete without a bow in her hair, although it is tattered from taking on so
much of those prior to her reign. The other bees present appear to be clones of one
another, blindly passing along the teachings of the Queen. She is proudly watching over
the other figures in the room.
Our mothers and grandmothers attempted to create the Queen Bee in all of us,
giving us tools to navigate the “hive” with as much grace and dignity as possible. Ideas
such as having a “resting bitch face” gives a child the ability to ward off some incoming
10

Figure 4
Queen Bee
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criticism. There is also the proper way to apply makeup, which you should never
leave home without, in order to highlight your own, specific attributes. Susan Tomlinson
sums it all up pretty clearly with: “Southern women call it charm.”6 This is what we call
the multitude of ways a woman in the South is taught to get what she wants, all
embedded together in our DNA. The Queen Bee, represented in installation as a paper
doll, acts out the ideals of beauty for her peers.

6

Shellie Rushing Tomlinson. Suck Your Stomach In & Put Some Color On. (New York, Berkley Books,
2008): 79.
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE ROLES & RULES OF CRITIQUE

The main role of the “hive” is to critique. Non-conforming children are singled
out in order to establish the social hierarchy, and become targets often as a result of
simple misunderstandings of personal differences. The child receiving critique must then
figure out a way to maintain a social standing, usually by responding with a “come-back”
or witty defense. The Queen Bee often enforces the social hierarchy based on a set of
norms and shines a light on a personal difference that makes the targeted child
uncomfortable and vulnerable. The “innocent” bystander also may have the choice: to
condemn, or support the hive over the targeted child, putting their own social status at
risk if they choose to condemn and contradict the Queen Bee.
If a girl is not performing according to her culture’s gender norms, her
performance may be corrected or labeled as “unfeminine,” “manly,” or “tomboyish.”
Labels such as these condemn many girls’ instinctive behaviors as “wrong,” while
upholding norm-conforming behaviors as “right.” The creation of a fear of being policed,
or reprimanded is intended to prompt a child to align her outward appearance with local,
cultural norms and can lead to an unnecessary goal of perfection. Striving for perfection,
or the “gold standard” of beauty is represented throughout the installation with the
13

inclusion of gold leaf, gold paint, gold pencil, gold marker, and the use of the golden
haired child.
The resulting destruction of the inner-self, the personal identity that is natural to
any individual can have far-reaching effects in throughout a child’s life. This destruction
is displayed and exaggerated in the centerpiece of my installation. The large-scale
painting, The Weight Is Over (see Figure 5), presents the principal figure falling, as if
from nowhere, at the hands of her peer, constantly correcting and re-correcting who she is
supposed to be. She is cracking under the pressure or the former generation and the outdated issues of body image, exposing the internalized hive structure that has been
working on her from the inside out. She has been weighed down beyond control, by those
around her along with her subsequent inner monologue, stuck on the repeat of selfanalysis. She is one representation of the “wrong” individual.
Often characters in the hive include the “middle-man,” or “worker bee” who
unquestioningly passes on the critique of others. The holder of this role is not always
apparent, and is often a friend of the Queen. The job can be used to the propagator’s
advantage: as a shield to protect one from suffering the same fate as the intended target.
This is the exact role Oh… The Middle is personifying (see Figure 6). She is standing to
the left of the Queen, extending her reach across the large canvas, and in front of the
crumbling figure, continuing her work of correcting others without acknowledging the
detrimental effects or the viewer’s presence. She is attempting not to be seen, but must be
present to appease the powers that be. The “critiquer’s advocate” stance can also be used
to establish an alliance with the Queen, as a way of making friends on the basis of
14

Figure 5
The Weight Is Over
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Figure 6
Oh… The Middle
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norm-enforcement. This is also the intended role for the mysterious, shadowy figure
behind the large wall piece The Queen Has Labeled (see Figure 7). The over-sized gray
figure is looming over the recipients of a body-type label. Several of the main figures are
aligned, waiting their fate at attention. They have accepted their place in the hierarchy of
the hive and begin to personify the label they have been given by the Queen Bee’s
advocate. They are sporting their symbol and self-modifying in order to enact their role
with greater ease. The wooden figures, placed within the viewer’s space, are even
beginning to warp their body as a whole and confronting the viewer with the their inner
struggle of how to go about doing that.

17

Figure 7

The Queen Has Labels
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CHAPTER FIVE
THE “WRONG” INDIVIDUAL

The facets of my identity (as a female, an athlete, a friend, and an artist) have
been judged and picked apart many times. The idea that a Southern woman could also be
an athlete challenges the normative expectation that sports are really for boys. Softball
was and is seen as more “masculine” than other sports available to females, so the fact
that I played softball immediately prompted “corrections” of my gender performance.
The stereotype of softball players as “lesbians” also followed me, and it felt as though I
spent a good part of my youth proving to those around me that I was straight. The
assumed sexual orientation was not the problem, but the repetitive act of having to
establish and re-establish who I thought I was based on the specific audience at hand had
me exhausted with the subject and questioning other self-concepts.
When I was among other girls who played softball, we laughed off these
comments as superfluous and trite. But the times when my sexuality was questioned by
friends stung the most. I had just introduced myself to a large group of acquaintances at a
house party by mentioning that I played softball for Mississippi College, an achievement
of which I am proud. The mutual “friend” we shared later requested of me: “Next time,
can you not tell everyone you play softball?” With that request my “good friend”
19

subsequently questioned my sexuality, and took away my power to control my selfpresentation. As such, my achievement was not shown the dignity and respect it
deserved. I was stunned by how readily she assumed the task of managing my gender
performance and of reassuring those around her of my heteronormativity, so that I might
fit my “friend’s” friends’ social expectations.
The painting The Right Title Covers A Multitude Of Sins (see Figure 8) displays
the struggles I felt within my defenses of my self-presentation and the duality of the label
of “Female Athlete.” To be taken seriously as an “Athlete” one must allow that part of
the title completely overshadow the “Female.” But that concession leads to ever more
questions of identity and sexuality by peers. It also causes those within the daily athletic
realm to no longer take any consideration of what makes you a woman at all. The female
is not longer that, she leaves only with the title of “Athlete.” It is a subject I faced many
times, struggled to answer questions over, and adamantly do not want others to have to
deal with. Zoni wears an athletic uniform with layers of black, sports symbols, and
clippings from the sports section of the newspaper overshadowing the touches of pink
that represent her feminine side.
From these repetitive experiences, I have internalized messages that influenced
my sense of self in a profound way. These messages often reinforced four common
lessons: (A.) I must at all times be aware of my audience’s presumptions about “others.”
(B.) I must remain aware of the prevailing social norms unique to my location to avoid
offending anyone and to avoid unnecessary critique. And, (C.) I cannot rely on anyone
else to support my gender performances, nor can I stop anyone from policing them.
20

Figure 8

The Right Title Covers A Multitude Of Sins
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CHAPTER SIX
THE CONCLUSION OR THE INCLUSION

While I am still very close to my own experiences in this body of work, the hope
is to strike a cord with the viewer that reminds them of a critique of their own sexuality,
relative beauty, fashion choices, belongings, habits, taste, personality, intellect, and/or
influences. Those critiques, experienced by the viewer, have had a much wider effect that
harm on that one individual. Instead of building thick webs of support between girls as
they approach and move through puberty, girls are turned against one another. This
effectively strips young girls of their power and ability to manage their own gender and
sexuality, and diminishes the possibility that they might be able to help challenge the
pervading norms.
The image of Zoni that remains in Multiple Personality Frustrations (see Figure
9) is distorted, covered up, and only somewhat noticeable to her audience. The edges
were cut according to the numerous tiers of pattern papers. Zoni is screaming in
frustration and defiance of having to figure out which girl she is supposed to embody
within which social situation. There are many versions of girls found on the packaging of
the McCall’s sewing patterns, indicative of the proliferation of different ideals or
strategic performances suited to different stages. She is not yet challenging the pervading
22

Figure 9
Multiple Personality Frustration
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norms of her environment, but confronting the confusing and contradictory nature of
them.
The final piece, in the center of the installation, on the floor, lies The Fallen (see
Figure 10). The last and final Zoni of the exhibit is to the point of exhaustion with all
other ideas of who she is supposed to be, to the point of little individuality and complete
lack of physical presence. She has fallen from the aftereffects of her attempt at managing
the social expectations for her gender performance. Her clothing is beginning to fade
away losing brand labels, the structure of the canvas itself, her signature blonde hair, her
blue eyes, and almost all signs of individuality. This is the result that the future will see in
many young women if the way in which we teach and influence the next generation is not
changed to better them as individuals.
The lack of support for expanding gender identities, unique perspectives to
political or social issues, personal body image that reflects the healthiest of an individual,
etc. will come around to more of the population relying on public protest, possible violent
revolt against some social pressures. There is little room in the world now, let alone the
future, for a lack of acceptance for special, distinguishable diversity within any, even the
smallest of social environments.

24

Figure 10

The Fallen
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